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ABSTRACT: This study shows that a range of separation
applications for the MFM family of metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs) can be expanded to include effective separations of Xe/Kr
binary gas mixtures. The MFM family of copper paddlewheelbased, isoreticular MOFs has shown previously an excellent
performance for CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 gas separations. The
proposed new function aids the development of this MOF series
into a multiuse functional material. Xe/Kr separation is a critical
step in production of the noble gases from air and in revalorizing
xenon isotopes produced by a nuclear reactor. A complete analysis of Xe and Kr uptake and selectivity is presented, which also
includes predictions of binding affinity of the guest atoms.

■

INTRODUCTION
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of material that
has experienced a great deal of attention in recent years due to
their tunability, porosity, and high surface area.1−5 Many
thousands of real and hypothetical MOFs have appeared in the
literature; to illustrate, the Northwestern database of hypothetical MOFs contains 137,953 structures, 6 and the
Computation Ready Experimental (CoRE) MOF database
contains 14,142 experimental MOFs.7 Networks of metalcontaining nodes and organic linkers, MOFs are of widespread
interest for sensing, catalysis, and gas adsorption applications.
In particular, exceptional gas uptake properties and specific
interactions with guests indicate potential in adsorptive
separation processes including pressure swing and temperature
swing adsorption (PSA and TSA) and membrane methods.
These methods represent a promising alternative to energyintensive separation methods such as cryogenic distillation.
Time and resource costs render any attempt to experimentally examine all possible MOFs for uptake of even a
single gas simply impossible. Computational studies can be
invaluable in directing experimental efforts efficiently toward
promising MOFs. On a particularly large scale, the diverse
chemical space occupied by MOFs makes them a prime target
for high-throughput computational screenings.4,5,8−10 Large
data sets of structures can be studied using relatively cheap
computational methods, as in Glover and Besley’s search8 of
nearly 7,000 MOFs for biogas upgrading properties. Promising
MOFs identified by computational screenings are often the
subject of detailed investigations using more intensive
computational methods, which remain significantly faster
than experimental studies. For extremely large data sets,
© 2022 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society

machine learning methods can also be used; for example,
Simon et al.5 screened over 670,000 MOFs from the
Nanoporous Materials Genome for noble gas separations.
One family of MOFs�the MFM series (MFM 126−128
and MFM 136−138)11�has shown experimentally promising
capabilities for gas separations and displayed impressive
selectivity for CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 separations. The series
is based on adaptations made to the ligands of the copper
paddlewheel MOF MFM-136.12 These MOFs are composed of
tubular channels, and alteration of the ligand and thus the
characteristics of the channels enabled optimization for the
selected separations. For example, for separation of a 15/85
CO2/N2 mixture at 273 K and 1 bar, selectivity values for the
series range from 10.6 to 65.4.11 Since open metal sites are not
present, separation ability and variations therein are predominantly determined by ligand characteristics, as seen in
experimental binding site analysis,11 which showed interactions
with various parts of the ligands. For CO2 adsorption in MFM136, for example, binding sites defined by multiple interactions
with aromatic rings dominate.12 The lack of open metal sites
also indicates a likelihood for water stability above that of
many copper paddlewheel MOFs, a desirable feature for
practical MOF use.
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the kinetic diameter of krypton, 3.80 Å.20 Its higher
polarizability leads to many more cases of Xe selectivity than
Kr through van der Waals interactions, although kryptonselective materials have been observed under certain
conditions.21,22 Porous target materials of studies seeking Xe
selectivity span from activated carbon 18,23,24 to zeolites,18,19,22,25,26 organic cages,27−29 and MOFs.14,30 Over
time, reachable Xe selectivity has increased, particularly with
the advent of large-scale methods. Recent high-throuput
screenings by, for example, Sikora et al.4 and Simon et al.,5
facilitate highly targeted experimental and computational
selectivity studies. Prior to such targeted efforts, benchmark
Xe selectivity values were less than 20.14 Subsequently,
SBMOF-1, identified in screenings as a top-performing
structure with an incredible predicted selectivity at infinite
dilution of 70.6,5,9 was synthesized by Banerjee et al.9 Their
experimental selectivity of 16, although a large drop from the
computational prediction, was the highest observed selectivity
for this concentration at the time. Similarly, Li et al.31
synthesized a squarate-based, polar hydroxyl-functionalized
MOF targeted as having pores of perfect size based on
guidance from previous screenings.4 The authors refer to the
MOF as MOF 1a in the dehydrated form, and as MOF 1 in the
hydrated form, and we shall do the same. To our knowledge it
has the best recorded experimental Xe/Kr selectivity of any
MOF, of 69.7 at 1 bar as calculated from single-component
isotherms.
Based on examination of the structures of the MFM MOFs
in the context of previously identified promising materials and
structure−function relationships, we propose adsorptive
separation of Xe/Kr gas mixtures as an additional function of
the family. To ascertain the usefulness of the series, as well as
to determine whether and to what extent any individual MFM
MOFs stand out among the rest, in this work we predict
computationally xenon and krypton gas uptakes under selected
industrially relevant conditions, as well as structural properties,
and infinite dilution properties. We show a promising
performance, particularly for MFM-138. We note that the
entire family is present in common materials databases such as
the Cambridge Structural Database:32 they are likely to have
formed a part of previous screenings which took their
structures from available databases5 and may also have been
generated as part of screenings which created their own
databases using algorithmic methods.4 This means that initial
computational data on their Xe and Kr uptake is likely to exist
in some form. However, by the nature of high-throughput
screening studies, isolated data on individual structures is not
readily available in the literature except for those few materials
picked out as the best-performing, so it is not possible to
simply lift Xe/Kr uptake data for the MFM MOFs from these
works. In any case, we now consider the MOFs in greater
detail than the early stages of a screening. This is, of course, to
say that it is known that the MFM family has not previously
been identified as among the handful of top performers. We
consider the series for expansion of their existing functions: we
seek high Xe selectivity but do not make the requirement for it
to be the highest on record.

Expanding the available capabilities of the MFM MOFs
series is an attractive aim. These MOFs have already been
synthesized, are known to be robust, and are likely to be
relatively water stable while displaying strong separation ability
for industrially and environmentally relevant gas mixtures.
Such a family of materials, if found to have further separation
potential and multiple uses, may allow for increased efficiency
in synthesis and function of separation apparatus. The
geometry of the MFM MOFs and ligand-based interactions
involved are of a nature suitable to separation of challenging
gas mixtures4,8 in which gases often possess similar properties
and are difficult to differentiate. The tight, tubular geometry of
hosts akin to the MFM family can play an important role,
allowing gases to be differentiated by guest size where other
factors are less effective.
One such separation is the xenon/krypton gas mixture. The
two noble gases are widely used in industrial and medical
applications involving lighting,13 anesthetics,14,15 and lung
diagnostics and therapy,16 and their separation is both
challenging and pertinent in many chemical contexts. They
are present in low concentrations in air amounting to 0.086
ppmv (Xe) and 1.14 ppmv (Kr).14,17 A 20/80 xenon/krypton
stream is typically obtained as a product of cryogenic
distillation of air and is separated into its constituent
components by further cryogenic distillation. The process is
costly and energy-intensive, particularly due to the gases’
similar chemical properties. It also has associated fire risks due
to ozone build-up by radiolysis.9,18
Xenon and krypton may additionally be obtained as
byproducts of nuclear fission processes. A 10:1 mixture of
xenon and krypton isotopes is a component of the used nuclear
fuel (UNF) generated by a conventional nuclear reactor: its
separation is pertinent both for production of xenon gas and
for the safe sequestration of radioactive krypton isotopes
formed during fission. UNF contains both 85Kr (half-life 10.8
years) and Xe isotopes with relatively short half-lives, such as
127
Xe (half-life 36.3 days).9 They may be stored together as a
single mixture,14 but effective separation of the two
components is more attractive. Once separated, storage of
the lower quantity of krypton becomes easier, while a
separated xenon stream of sufficient purity has industrial
value. A second kind of nuclear reactor, a molten salt reactor
(MSR), can also be a source of xenon and krypton isotopes.
The noble gases produced by MSR may have specific
applications in medicine16 applying to the radioactive isotopes
in their own right. For example, 135Xe and 133Xe may be used
as imaging agents in lung diagnostics and 133Xe in lung therapy
to attack suitably sized viruses using β-radiation.16 Cryogenic
distillation is again a possibility for separation of nuclear
byproducts but has the same associated risks and drawbacks.
Meanwhile, trace levels of radioactive Kr can be left in the Xe
stream,19 and separations to obtain MSR byproducts are
further complicated by requirements relating to reactor
conditions.16
The use of porous materials for adsorptive separation of Xe/
Kr gas mixtures is a promising alternative, pursued in a number
of computational and experimental studies. Identifying a
material with strong selectivity for one over the other is no
straightforward task: with full valence shells, no dipole or
quadrupole moments, and minimal reactivity, neither gas has
strong chemical or coulomb interactions with pore walls to
promote adsorption. Xenon is the larger and more polarizable
of the two, with a kinetic diameter of 3.96 Å,20 compared to

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural Analysis. An overwhelming common thread
among Xe/Kr separation studies,14,19,27 confirmed on a
statistical scale by high-throughput screenings,4,5 is the benefit
of narrow channels within which Xe-framework interactions
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Figure 1. Top: Diagram of pore morphology showing pore limiting diameter (PLD) in red and largest cavity diameter (LCD) in blue: (a) small
value of LCD/PLD ratio; (b) large value of LCD/PLD ratio. Bottom: Periodic structure of (c) SBMOF-1 which performs well for Xe/Kr
separation9 (LCD/PLD = 1.36),7 and (d) LIPQIL MOF not known for good Xe/Kr separation performance (LCD/PLD = 4.4).

may be optimized. If a pore is only very slightly larger than a
Xe atom (pore limiting diameter (PLD) slightly larger than
3.96 Å20), Xe can experience interactions with the framework
on multiple sides at once. Similarly, pore morphology,
described by the largest cavity diameter/pore limiting diameter
(LCD/PLD) ratio, is shown to be important.4 A MOF with a
low LCD/PLD ratio (between 1 and 2) is mostly uniformly
tubular, whereas a higher ratio indicates large cavities
connected by narrow channels. This is illustrated in Figure 1,
with SBMOF-1 as an example of a MOF with LCD/PLD close
to 1 and an MOF from the CoRE MOF database7 with the
identifying code LIPQIL (LCD/PLD = 4.4) as an example of a
MOF with much larger LCD than PLD. The chemical groups
on the pore walls are also relevant. Certain types of
functionalization have been shown to be effective Xe binding
sites, notably polar groups (e.g. OH), as in MOF 1a reported
by Li et al.,31 and groups composed of aromatic rings or
otherwise interacting via π clouds,33,34 as in SBMOF-1.9 In any
case, it is favorable for the functionality to exist along the inside
of 2D channels, forming a dense wall of chemical interactions.5
We examine the structures of the MFM MOFs in this context.
As mentioned, the MFM family is based on the structure of
MFM-136 whose ligands are composed of amide, phenyl,
pyrimidine, and isophthalate functionalities. For MFM-137 and
MFM-138, the amide group of MFM-136 is replaced with an
alkyne and a further phenyl ring, respectively. For MFM 126−
128, the ligand is shortened by removal of a phenyl ring. The
pore structures are illustrated in Figure 2. It is evident that the
channels are composed of walls of aromatic rings, along with
other fucntional groups which may be favorable for Xe
adsorption.
We calculate structural data (pore diameter, surface area,
and volume) using the Zeo++ software package,35 which uses
purely geometrical probes to sample a structure’s Voronoi
network. The PLD and LCD are calculated' if we define the
acronyms earlier, along with the ratio LCD/PLD (Figure 3,
and Supporting Information). We observe low PLD, with

LCD/PLD ratio which is fairly low, but not below 2: the series
contains MOFs which possess some very narrow channels,
where Xe adsorption may be achieved very effectively. Other
parts of the channels are not as strictly narrow, potentially
allowing adsorption of krypton to compete in some areas of the
MOF pores.
We note that four MOFs, MFM-126, MFM-128, MFM-137,
and MFM-138, possess PLD smaller than the kinetic diameter
of Xe. This does not prevent simulation of adsorption as long
as at least part of the pore is large enough to admit the guest
(as is the case here) since the GCMC simulations take no
account of a guest’s journey to an adsorption site. This also
does not preclude Xe or Kr adsorption experimentally if we
assume that the MOFs display some flexibility to allow guests
into the pores. All of the MOFs have previously been shown
experimentally to adsorb CO2 and CH4,11 which are also larger
than some of the smaller values of PLD. A similar effect has
previously been observed and explained using MOF flexibility
by Chen et al.27 for Xe in the organic cage CC3. In this case,
the authors used molecular dynamics simulations of the
framework to define a pore-limiting envelope which took into
account vibrational motion of the cage and was large enough to
admit the relevant gases with windows “open” for only a small
fraction of the time.
Surface areas are calculated using Monte Carlo sampling of a
probe of set radius inside the framework’s Voronoi network
and are compared to published experimental Brunauer−
Emmett−Teller (BET)36 surface areas.11 Experimental BET
surface areas are, in this case and commonly, measured using
N2 adsorption isotherms, so a probe of the kinetic diameter of
N2 (3.64 Å)37 is used to facilitate the comparison. Both
accessible surface area (ASA) and nonaccessible surface area
(NASA) are initially calculated. Since we consider the MOFs
to be able to admit molecules some degree larger than their
PLD, the pertinent value here is the total surface area, the sum
of the ASA and NASA, which is plotted against experimental
BET surface area11 in Figure 4. Individual ASA and NASA
11477
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Figure 2. Structure of the pores and ligands of the MFM MOFs family.

values are given in the Supporting Information. The geometrical surface areas are very close to the experimental values,
validating the choice of method. This is with the exception of
MFM-126, whose experimental surface area is much lower
than that predicted computationally. It is also much lower than
the other surface areas in the series, and we suggest that there
may have been some structural collapse or other defects acting

to reduce the available area in the experimental sample used for
the BET measurements. The high surface area of a MOF is a
celebrated property, which can be instrumental in maximizing
uptake capacities. Increasing the surface area up to an optimal
point (2500−3000 m2 g−1 for methane)6 maximizes storage
capacity before the capacity begins to reduce as surface area
increases further. For separation applications, the total storage
11478
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Figure 3. Bar charts showing the pore diameters of the MFM MOFs. Left: Pore-limiting diameter (blue) and largest cavity diameter (orange),
along with horizontal lines showing the kinetic diameters of Xe and Kr.20 Right: LCD/PLD ratio (green).

larger pores and reduced surface interactions, reducing uptake.
The larger pores often associated with high volume can also be
detrimental to selectivity, although the effect on behavior of
the interplay between structural properties is case dependent.
Geometric accessible volumes, calculated using Monte Carlo
sampling of a probe on a Voronoi network, are shown in
Figure 5. A zero radius probe is used, so all of the volume is
accessible. The volume is larger for those MOFs in the series
which contain longer ligands. Of particular note is the volume
of MFM-137, the highest in the series.
Figure 5 also shows total probe-occupiable helium void
fraction for the series. Void fraction, determined by multiplication of pore volume by a framework’s density, is a
necessary quantity for conversion of absolute gas uptakes
measured computationally to experiment-equivalent excess
uptakes.38 Void fraction has commonly been calculated using
Widom insertion39 and force-field methods with a He probe.
An assessment of void fraction calculation methods by Ongari
et al.40 concluded that better agreement with experiment is
given by accessible probe-occupiable volume calculated using a
geometric method with a N2 probe and considering the volume
accessible to the whole of the probe (hence accessible probeoccupiable). Since the method is geometric, it is not reliant on
force-field parameters or dependent on temperature. The
conclusions drawn by Ongari et al. are not fully applicable
here. As we have made the assumption that the MOFs can

Figure 4. Plot of computational total surface areas (this work) against
experimental BET surface areas11 for the MFM MOFs. Also displayed
is the line y = x (black).

capacity offered by high surface area is far from the only
consideration. Indeed, high capacity can be accompanied by
reduced separation ability, although high capacity coexisting
with selectivity is clearly beneficial.
High volume in a MOF can allow high uptake at high
pressure, although at low pressure it can go hand in hand with

Figure 5. Bar charts showing volume of the MFM MOFs. Left: Accessible volume calculated using a zero-radius probe (blue). Right: Total probeoccupiable void fraction calculated using a helium-radius probe.
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Figure 6. Xe and Kr adsorption isotherms of the MFM MOFs calculated up to 10 bar pressure at 273 K (left) and 298 K (right). Top: Singlecomponent adsorption isotherms.Center: 50/50 mixture adsorption isotherms. Bottom: 20/80 mixture adsorption isotherms. Xe uptake: closed
circles, solid lines. Kr uptake: open circles, dashed lines.

adsorb gases larger than their PLD, accessible pore volume
alone with a probe of comparable size to the gases in question
is clearly insufficient to model the situation. Here, the
geometry-based PO volume is used, but total volume,
accessible plus nonaccessible, is considered instead of
accessible only. A He probe is used, both because the smaller
probe may capture more of the supposedly inaccessible volume
than N2, and because He is a common choice for void fraction
calculations. This was compared to force-field based void
fraction methods and yielded negligible differences in
calculated uptake.
Xe and Kr Uptake, Selectivity, and Binding Affinity.
Adsorption isotherms, heats of adsorption, and Henry

constants are calculated for the MFM family of MOFs using
the Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) and Widom
insertion39 methods available in the RASPA software package.38 Frameworks are assumed to be rigid, which is judged to
be appropriate to a useful degree of accuracy, as adsorption
simulations are produced at 273 and 298 K. The rigid
approximation is common in isotherm modeling,41 although
rigid frameworks are unlikely to be appropriate at elevated
temperatures, and even at room temperature some structures
experience appreciable flexibility.42 This approximation,
however, drastically reduces computational and development
cost.
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Figure 7. Xe selectivity of MFM-138 (red) and average Xe selectivity of the remaining MFM MOFs (black) calculated up to 10 bar pressure at 273
K (left) and 298 K (right) Dashed line: 20/80 mixture. Solid line: 50/50 mixture. Error bars for MFM-138 selectivity are given.

Table 1. Highest and the Lowest Values of Selectivity in the MFM MOFs Series
50/50 mixture

20/80 mixture

0.01 bar
T = 273 K
highest Sij
lowest Sij
T = 298 K
highest Sij
lowest Sij

10 bar

0.01 bar

10 bar

Sij

MOF

Sij

MOF

Sij

MOF

Sij

MOF

51.98 ± 6
30.39 ± 3

MFM-127
MFM-128

9.22 ± 0.2
4.14 ± 0.1

MFM-137
MFM-126

27.26 ± 2
19.56 ± 2

MFM-127
MFM-137

10.12 ± 0.2
5.01 ± 0.08

MFM-138
MFM-126

52.16 ± 10
35.29 ± 4

MFM-127
MFM-128

8.37 ± 0.08
3.99 ± 0.07

MFM-138
MFM-126

23.33 ± 3
15.24 ± 3

MFM-138
MFM-137

8.93 ± 0.1
4.85 ± 0.06

MFM-138
MFM-126

Classical force fields are used considering only non-bonded
interactions (Coulomb and van der Waals), with truncated
potentials and a van der Waals cutoff of 12.0 Å; guest−guest
and guest−host interactions are included, with no host−host
interactions required. For framework atoms, van der Waals
interactions are described using Lennard-Jones parameters
from the Dreiding force field,43 except in the case of copper,
for which Dreiding force field parameters are unavailable and
parameters from the universal force field (UFF)44 are used
instead. Similar combination of UFF and Dreiding parameters
has previously been used to good effect in terms of
reproducing experimental data,30,45 and in tests on MFM136 this approach performed slightly better overall than purely
UFF parameters. Guest atoms are described using parameters
taken from Hirschfelder et al. (Xe)46 and from Talu and Myers
(Kr).47 The computational method of calculating gas uptake is
verified for all MFM MOFs against the existing experimental
data11 for CO2 and CH4. It is additionally verified for the
guests Xe and Kr against experimental data48−51 for MOF-505
and IRMOF-1 (see the Supporting Information). Since there is
no current experimental data for adsorption of Xe and Kr in
the MFM series, it is not yet possible to verify the method
directly for the systems in question.
Xe and Kr uptake isotherms up to 10 bar at 273 and 298 K
are shown in Figure 6. Isotherms obtained from single
component simulations are displayed, along with those from
binary mixture simulations with Xe/Kr ratios of both 50/50
and 20/80. In each case a total of 25,000 initialization cycles
and 25,000 production cycles are used. A representative input
file for the simulations is included in the Supporting

Information. The 20/80 ratio is selected for its relevance to
industrial separations, and the 50/50 ratio for ease of
comparison to other selectivity measures. Further gas ratios
could also be instructive to consider, such as the 10:1 Kr:Xe
ratio of UNF, but the 50/50 and 20/80 ratios are judged to be
sufficiently representative. Xenon is adsorbed more readily
than krypton for the whole series, and when guests are allowed
to compete for binding sites a higher uptake of Xe than Kr is
observed at all pressures considered. This remains the case
even with significantly more Kr than Xe in the gas mixture.
The single component isotherms show Kr adsorption overtaking Xe at sufficiently high pressure and low temperature.
Here, saturation is approached and the limitations of volume
become relevant, the smaller size of Kr allowing higher molar
quantities to be adsorbed. The difference in behavior between
the two temperatures considered is familiar, capacity increasing
as guest atoms lose kinetic energy and interactions with pore
walls dominate.
Using binary mixture isotherms, preferential adsorption can
be quantified by the metric selectivity, Si/j, calculated as52,53
qiyj
Si / j =
qjyi
(1)
where qi is the quantity of component i in the adsorbed phase
and yi is the mole fraction of component i in the gas phase.
Xenon selectivity for each MFM MOF is calculated using the
20/80 and the 50/50 Xe/Kr mixture. In each case, MFM-138
displays the highest or very close to the highest Xe selectivity
over the full pressure range, while MFM-137 is its closest
contender, with very similar or slightly higher selectivity at high
11481
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pressure. At 273 and 298 K, the Xe selectivity of MFM-138 in
equilibrium with both gas mixtures is plotted against pressure
in Figure 7. Figure 7 also includes the average selectivity of the
other five MFM MOFs. Individual selectivity plots for the
whole series are given in the Supporting Information. All
structures display higher selectivity at very low pressure,
dropping rapidly before 1 bar is reached, and leveling off as
pressure further increases. MFM-137 and MFM-138 experience a selectivity local minimum at pressures between 0 and 1
bar in some cases.
To illustrate the range of selectivity values observed, the two
extreme pressure points, 0.01 and 10 bar, are highlighted in
Table 1 for each combination of temperature and gas mixture.
The highest and the lowest selectivity displayed by an
individual MOF in the series in each case are given. These
values do not compete with the best literature benchmarks9,31
for the highest observed or predicted Xe/Kr selectivity of a
material. However, they show high selectivity at low pressure
for the whole series, and appreciable and practical behavior at
higher pressures. This may be added to the already established
separation applications of the family.11 In particular, MFM-138
stands out for the best Xe-selective behavior predicted, while
MFM-126 has low Xe uptake compared to the rest of the
series, translating to low selectivity, with MFM-126 being the
least selective MOF at 10 bar for every case.
In addition to selectivity, it is instructive to consider the
magnitude of guest uptake. Although this metric is not as
important for separation applications as for storage, it can be
decisive in determining the efficiency of a separation and
whether use of a given framework is practically viable. Total Xe
uptake in the MFM series is predicted to compare well with
many previously identified promising materials. From singlecomponent simulations (Figure 6), Xe uptake at saturation is
predicted to be between 7.56 and 9.01 mmol g−1 at 273 K and
between 6.96 and 8.32 mmol g−1 at 298 K. This competes well
with previous relevant Xe uptakes, including those recently
identified as having exceptional selectivities.9,31 Of the two
MOFs with published selectivity values close to 70, the first,
SBMOF-1, has an experimental Xe uptake around 1.4 mmol
g−1 at 298 K and 1 bar, approaching saturation.9 Under the
same conditions, the second, the squarate-based MOF 1a
published by Li et al.31 has a reported Xe uptake of 66.1 cm3
cm−3, which is equivalent to 1.35 mmol g−1. In general, high
literature Xe uptakes14 are between 4 and 6 mmol g−1. We note
that computational values may be often behave as an upper
bound for experimental performance and that our predicted
binary mixture uptakes are reduced compared to the given
single component values. Although in practical separation
applications Xe uptake is likely to be lower, the MFM MOF
series competes very well with leading structures for total Xe
uptake.
Examining both single-component and binary-mixture data,
insight is available into the usefulness of single component
isotherms as a cheaper approximation for MOF/gas mixture
behavior. The single-component approximation is particularly
pertinent for experimental studies, where mixture isotherms are
less accessible. The single component isotherms calculated
here accurately predict higher xenon than krypton uptake at
low to medium pressures and thus that the MOFs are xenonselective. They additionally prove to be a good qualitative
approximation for uptake of xenon, the dominant guest, in a
50/50 mixture. For Xe, the single component and the 50/50
isotherms follow a very similar shape, and the single-
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component isotherms overestimate total Xe uptake by only
around 1 mmol g−1. From the 50/50 mixture simulations, it is
apparent that a large amount of krypton adsorption that would
occur in equilibrium with pure krypton gas is blocked by the
presence of xenon. Krypton adsorption in the 50/50 mixture
fails to exceed 1.5 mmol g−1, and single-component krypton
adsorption overpredicts this by 3−5 times. The unequal 20/80
mixture isotherms can be less directly compared to singlecomponent results, though for both gases they too follow a
broadly similar shape to the single-component isotherms. Both
mixture isotherms predict markedly lower total uptake than the
simple sum of xenon and krypton single-component uptake,
particularly the 20/80 mixture in which the less readily
adsorbed krypton is the more prevalent element in the gas
phase. This is a natural consequence of the competition of the
two species for the same adsorption sites but could not be
quantified from single component isotherms. The single
component approximations are thus demonstrated to have
qualitative predictive power for binary mixture calculations for
these two gases before saturation is reached, but their
quantitative predictions are limited.
Heat of adsorption, Qst, is a useful measure of strength of
binding between host and guest. In the limit of infinite
dilution, heat of adsorption can be determined using Widom
insertion39 and is done here using 100,000 Monte Carlo cycles.
Infinite dilution Qst values (Table 2) for both Xe and Kr are
Table 2. Heat of Adsorption, Qst, at Infinite Dilution for Xe
and Kr at 298 K
MOF
MFM-126
MFM-127
MFM-128
MFM-136
MFM-137
MFM-138

Qst(Xe) (kJ mol−1)
26.31
25.29
26.44
25.74
25.08
28.40

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.06
0.02
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.1

Qst(Kr) (kJ mol−1)
18.95
18.22
19.03
18.62
18.54
20.34

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.02
0.2
0.04
0.1
0.1
0.01

similar across the MFM series, with the highest heat of
adsorption for xenon being 28.40 ± 0.1 kJ mol−1 for MFM138. This fits in favorably with typical literature values of the
heat of adsorption for Xe, although values above 30 kJ mol−1
have been observed for materials with particular Xe
affinity.14,31,54 It is thus clear that the MOFs in the series
contain favorable binding sites for xenon. Heat of adsorption
values for Kr are markedly lower, in line with the observed lowpressure selectivity. Although comparatively low, these remain
fairly high in absolute terms, showing that the adsorption sites
in the series also possess appreciable affinity toward krypton.
A second measure of binding affinity, the Henry constant for
a host/guest system, is equal to the gradient of the adsorption
isotherm at infinite dilution, as shown by eq 2, where X is the
gas uptake, P is the pressure, and KH is the Henry constant:
X = KHP

(2)

For two gases i and j, the ratio of the Henry constants KH(i)
/KH(j) can be used as a somewhat limited measure of
selectivity for gas i. Henry constant and selectivity at infinite
dilution were calculated for each MOF using Widom insertion
methods at 298 K (Table 3). The selectivity values may be
compared to those obtained using binary mixture isotherms,
which are also displayed for 298 K in Table 3. At low loading, a
generally similar trend is followed between Henry and 20/80
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Table 3. Henry Constant and Xe Selectivity at Infinite Dilution at 298 K; Selectivity for 50/50 and 20/80 Binary Mixture at
0.01 bar and at 10 bar at the Same Temperature
SXe/Kr
50/50
MOF
MFM-126
MFM-127
MFM-128
MFM-136
MFM-137
MFM-138

KH(Xe)
(mol kg−1 Pa−1× 10−5)
22.2
20.8
24.2
19.9
16.5
36.0

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.1
0.04
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

KH(Kr)
(mol kg−1 Pa−1 × 10−5)
2.23
2.08
2.27
2.15
1.95
3.08

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.009
0.006
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.02

20/80

KH(Xe)/KH(Kr)

0.01 bar

10 bar

0.01 bar

10 bar

±
±
±
±
±
±

51.65±9
52.16 ± 10
35.29 ± 4
46.21 ± 7
40.64 ± 2
45.91 ± 5

3.99±0.07
5.73 ± 0.1
4.96 ± 0.05
5.19 ± 0.08
7.96 ± 0.1
8.37 ± 0.08

19.15±3
20.36 ± 2
19.01 ± 0.9
18.34 ± 3
15.24 ± 3
23.33 ± 3

4.85±0.06
6.57 ± 0.06
6.35 ± 0.05
6.19 ± 0.03
8.37 ± 0.09
8.93 ± 0.1

9.96
9.98
10.66
9.34
8.46
11.68

mixture selectivities, with MFM-138 standing out as having
notably the largest selectivity in both cases. The remaining
MOFs display only small variation, reducing in Henry
selectivity in the order MFM-128, MFM-127 MFM-126,
MFM-136, and MFM-137, and reducing in 20/80 mixture
selectivity in the order MFM-127, MFM-126, MFM-128,
MFM-136, and MFM-137. The values of Henry selectivity
underestimate those of 20/80 mixture selectivity but reproduce
the trends well, having only a small discrepancy in the order of
the MOFs, which is unsurprising over such a narrow range. At
0.01 bar, both Henry selectivity and 20/80 mixture selectivity
are significantly lower than 50/50 mixture selectivity. For a 50/
50 gas mixture at very low pressure, the amount of krypton
adsorbed is very low, which drives selectivity up. A different
order is also observed, being MFM-127, MFM-126, MFM-136,
MFM-138, MFM-137, and MFM-128. We note that the very
low krypton uptakes observed lead to high errors in selectivity
for the 50/50 mixture at 0.01 bar. However, even if the
selectivity values were the lowest allowed within their errors,
50/50 low pressure selectivities would be notably higher than
infinite dilution Henry selectivities and indeed 20/80 low
pressure selectivities.
As pressure increases, the effect causing unusually high
selectivity for a 50/50 mixture is no longer seen. Table 3 shows
this result for both compositions of binary mixture at 10 bar,
with MFM-138 having the highest selectivity. For the
remaining MOFs at 10 bar, the order of selectivity values is
altered compared to low-pressure selectivity for both 50/50
and 20/80 mixtures. The resulting order of selectivity,
however, is very similar for the two gas mixtures. Most
notably, in both cases MFM-137 goes from being the least or
almost the least selective MOF at low pressure to the second
most selective at higher pressure. At higher pressure, available
volume becomes more important, and MFM-137, with the
highest available volume, becomes relatively more selective.
We have considered here adsorption at commonly studied
temperatures applicable to the majority of relevant use cases.
Under select circumstances, it may be desired to pursue gas
separations under extreme conditions, an example being to
make a process amenable to the high operating temperatures of
an MSR, which can reach 600−800 °C.16 Such an aim is not
without significant challenges,55 not least that the stability,
uptake, and often selectivity of MOFs degrade with temperature. The idea is impossible in the case of TSA, as operation
at elevated temperatures is antithetical to the basis of the
process. However, PSA and membrane separations, and related
methods, may be carried out at high temperature using the
correct materials and circumstances.56−59 No MOF has been
discovered with thermal stability reaching 800 °C, but the

0.0008
0.0003
0.0005
0.001
0.002
0.0008

usefulness of the MFM MOFs at some intermediate temperature is not inconceivable. For the interested reader, we
provide an initial approximate quantification based on Henry
constants of selectivity trends of the MFM MOFs as
temperature increases in the Supporting Information.
The locations of adsorption within a MOF framework can
give information on the nature of binding and site affinity for
guests. Such information can determine whether binding
behavior follows similar trends to those previously observed in
well-performing structures. To this end, the probability density
of the guests within the framework over the entire duration of
the Monte Carlo simulations may be calculated using kernel
density estimation. This is done for MFM-126 as an example.
For the case of a 20/80 Xe/Kr mixture at 10 bar and 298 K,
probability density distributions for Xe and Kr are plotted
alongside framework atom positions and shown in Figure 8.
Viewed from the z-direction and looking into the pores, both
gases appear to display adsorption primarily in pore centers, in
line with literature findings of noble gas adsorption involving
interaction with all sides of the pore.4,5 Viewed from the xdirection and toward the side of the pores, it is clear that there
are particular preferential adsorption sites. These do not all fall
directly in the center, but many appear to facilitate interaction
with multiple parts of the framework at once. The probability
density distributions of Kr and Xe are very similar: the two
gases adsorb in the same sites, so it is only the strength of this
adsorption that causes the preferential binding of Xe observed
in uptake magnitudes. Also in Figure 8 is a snapshot of uptake
in MFM-126 at one Monte Carlo simulation step for the 20/80
mixture at 10 bar and 298 K. Here, both Xe (green) and Kr
(purple) are observed throughout the pores.

■

CONCLUSIONS

The MFM series of six robust, experimentally synthesized Cubased MOFs has been computationally assessed for its Xe/Kr
uptake and separation properties. These MOFs have already
been synthesized and shown to have uses for other separations,
so finding additional applications for them as multiuse
materials is desirable. The MOFs have all been shown to
display fairly substantial selectivity for Xe over Kr. Their
particularly impressive combination of selectivity and high total
uptakes makes them promising separation candidates.
Comparison to literature has allowed the MFM MOFs series
as a whole to be established within currently observed trends
for Xe/Kr separation. It has been possible to identify MFM138 MOF as the most promising structure. The bestperforming MOF of the series possesses the longest, thinnest
pores, decorated with the most aromatic rings, in line with
similar previous observations of other structures. Additionally,
11483
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Figure 8. Visualization of Xe and Kr binding for a 20/80 Xe/Kr mixture in MFM-126 at 10 bar and 298 K. Top: Probability density distributions of
Kr (purple) and Xe (green), viewed along the z-direction (left) and x-direction (right), with axis dimensions in Å. Bottom: Snapshot of loading of
Kr (purple) and Xe (green) at one Monte Carlo step during the simulation.

appreciable Xe and Kr adsorption at the centers of pores and

■

interactions on many sides with the frameworks.
Further experimental study is required to establish the Xe/

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at

visualization of the locations of guest adsorption has shown
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for experimentally observed behavior. Although experimental
behavior has been demonstrated for other separations, their
experimental Xe/Kr separation behavior remains to be seen.
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